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The thickness of the ventral 
medial prefrontal cortex predicts 
the prior‑entry effect for allocentric 
representation in near space
Jie Huang1,4, Aijun Wang1,4*, Xiaoyu Tang2* & Ming Zhang1,3*

Neuropsychological studies have demonstrated that the preferential processing of near‑space and 
egocentric representation is associated with the self‑prioritization effect (SPE). However, relatively 
little is known concerning whether the SPE is superior to the representation of egocentric frames or 
near‑space processing in the interaction between spatial reference frames and spatial domains. The 
present study adopted the variant of the shape‑label matching task (i.e., color‑label) to establish 
an SPE, combined with a spatial reference frame judgment task, to examine how the SPE leads to 
preferential processing of near‑space or egocentric representations. Surface‑based morphometry 
analysis was also adopted to extract the cortical thickness of the ventral medial prefrontal cortex 
(vmPFC) to examine whether it could predict differences in the SPE at the behavioral level. The results 
showed a significant SPE, manifested as the response of self‑associated color being faster than that 
of stranger‑associated color. Additionally, the SPE showed a preference for near‑space processing, 
followed by egocentric representation. More importantly, the thickness of the vmPFC could predict 
the difference in the SPE on reference frames, particularly in the left frontal pole cortex and bilateral 
rostral anterior cingulate cortex. These findings indicated that the SPE showed a prior entry effect for 
information at the spatial level relative to the reference frame level, providing evidence to support the 
structural significance of the self‑processing region.

The ability to represent surrounding spatial information is an essential requirement of living beings because 
individuals must represent spatial orientation information at all times in the real three-dimensional world. 
Generally, different spatial representation strategies have been used to represent spatial orientation informa-
tion as quickly and accurately as  possible1, and it has been suggested that individuals use either egocentric (i.e., 
subject-to-object relations to form body-centered representations) or allocentric (i.e., object-to-object relations 
to form world-centered representations) reference frames to represent  information2,3. However, individuals had a 
different preference weight for the frame of reference. Evidence from behavioral and neuropsychological studies 
has supported that individual preferentially adopt different reference frames to represent spatial information in 
different depth  locations4–7.

Previous studies have suggested that the space domain is divided into near (within the range of the arm) 
and far (beyond the range of the arm) spaces based on the hand-reaching  distance5,8,9. According to the per-
ception/action model, the dorsal stream transforms visual information into sensorimotor representation and 
the ventral stream transforms visual information into perceptual  representation10,11. Therefore, the dorsal 
stream is implicated in near-space processing when individuals conduct an action and manipulation repre-
sentation, and the ventral stream is implicated in far-space processing when individuals conduct a perception 
 representation4,7,10,11. However, extant studies suggested that the differential activations in the dorsal/ventral 
stream associated with near space and far space processing were independent of the type of task but related to 
the frame of  reference4,7,12–15. Evidence from clinical studies has shown that egocentric representation is usually 
transformed into the corresponding sensorimotor representation through the dorsal stream and the allocentric 
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representation is usually transformed into the corresponding perceptual representation through the ventral 
 stream14–19. For instance, it has been proved that patient with a damaged ventral stream had a poor performance 
on an allocentric task; likewise, a patient who injured the dorsal stream had a poor performance on an egocentric 
 task4,7,19–21. Based on the perception/action model, egocentric representation and near-space shared a common 
neural mechanism (i.e., dorsal stream); similarly, allocentric representation and far-space shared common a 
neural mechanism (i.e., dorsal stream). Therefore, theoretically, individuals are prone to use egocentric references 
in near space and allocentric references in far space.

Nevertheless, studies on the interaction between spatial domains and reference frames have found that indi-
viduals show processing precedence for egocentric presentation and near-space  processing4,6,7,22. For example, 
Chen and  colleagues4 found that participants preferred egocentric representation, with a faster response in 
egocentric tasks regardless of near or far space. Additionally, the fMRI results by Chen and colleagues revealed 
that the parietal-occipital junction (POJ) shows enhanced neural activity in near-space processing, indicating 
a near-space preference. The study of Wang et al.7 further supported the view that the POJ acts as an interface 
between the dorsal and ventral streams in near and far space processing, showing higher activity to the target 
in near space than in far space. Therefore, individuals actually showed a priority for near-space processing and 
egocentric representation when reference frames interacted with spatial domains.

Because objects that unexpectedly approach the observer have higher self-relevancy and farther unexpected 
objects involve less self-related thoughts, previous studies have indicated that attentional reorientation along 
3D space involves self-related  processing23–26. Briefly, the objects in the near space could automatically attract 
attention compared to those in far  space27–30. For instance, Cosman and  Vecera27 implied that individuals took 
precedence to process objects in near space because of the processing order determined by attention. Therefore, 
due to the high attention priority and strong self-relevancy of objects in near space, individuals tend to show a 
self-prioritization effect (SPE) in near-space processing. SPE is the phenomenon in which individuals focus on 
self-related information or objects and respond faster (or more accurately) relative to information associated 
with  others31–34, such as the self-face advantage  effect35 and self-reference  effect36–39.

Currently, converging studies have established the SPE using a shape-label matching  task40–51 and found a 
faster response of self-association pairings than stranger-association pairings and higher activation of the ventral 
medial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) in self-referential  processing33,38,52–55. Existing studies suggested that the self 
gave priority not only to near-space processing but also to egocentric  representation18,41,42,44. Specifically, partici-
pants tended to adopt an egocentric bias (self-reference bias) to represent internal representation, as reflected in 
the priority of the SPE for egocentric  representation4,44,54,55, which might be because individuals were prone to 
perceive scenes from a first-person  perspective56,57. It was suggested that taking an embodied perspective (i.e., 
first-person perspective) could enhance the self-bias in perceptual  matching43. In addition, from the view of 
the cognitive map, the flow of allocentric representation through ownership to the self (medial temporal lobe, 
temporal cortex, lateral parietal cortex, and medial prefrontal cortex, respectively) requires more brain regions 
than that of egocentric representation (from the lateral parietal lobe to the medial prefrontal cortex)2. Altogether, 
the self had a higher priority for the information of near-space processing and egocentric representation.

Considering the role of the SPE in near space processing and egocentric representation, the present study 
was specifically designed to address how the SPE controls the interaction between spatial domains and spatial 
reference frames. Specifically, participants addressed the conflict between performing allocentric visuospatial 
judgments in near space and egocentric visuospatial judgments in far space. Addressing this issue would allow 
a better understanding of the priority of the SPE and clarify the role of the SPE within the real 3D spatial 
domain. In the present study, all the participants were randomly assigned to either the self-association group 
or stranger-association group, and both groups were required to complete the spatial reference frame task in 
near and far spaces. The self-association group only needed to respond to the self-associated object, while the 
stranger-association group only needed to respond to the stranger-associated object. To further investigate 
whether the cortical thickness of self-processing regions could predict the SPE on spatial reference frames, we set 
the vmPFC as a region of interest (ROI) and extracted the cortical thickness of the vmPFC using surface-based 
morphometry analysis to correlate with the performance in the spatial reference frame task. We hypothesized 
that the SPE could affect the performance of egocentric representation and near-space processing in the self-
association group and showed a preference for the process of the object in near space, followed by egocentric 
representation. Additionally, the cortical thickness of the vmPFC might be correlated with the performance of 
near-space processing and egocentric representation.

Results
Behavioral data. To ensure that the samples were representative and unbiased, nine participants were 
excluded from the statistical analysis because they had low accuracy (lower than 90%) in the spatial reference 
frame judgment task, possibly because of the lack of attention or motivation during the experiment. Because the 
overall accuracy of all the participants was high (all above 94%), the present study focused more on reaction time 
(RT) in the statistical analysis (see Table 1).

For the RT data, 2 (groups: self-association vs. stranger-association) × 2 (spatial domains: near vs. far) × 2 
(reference frame judgment tasks: allocentric vs. egocentric) mixed ANOVA was conducted (see Fig. 1). The main 
effect of groups was significant, F(1,97) = 11.10, p = 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.10, and the RTs of the self-association group 
(592 ms) were faster than those of the stranger-association group (645 ms), indicating a significant SPE in the 
self-association group. The main effect of spatial domains was not significant, F < 1. The main effect of reference 
frame judgment tasks was significant, F(1,97) = 35.02, p < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.27, and the RTs of the allocentric judgment 
task (604 ms) were significantly faster than those of the egocentric judgment task (633 ms). The interaction effect 
between groups and spatial domains was significant, F(1,97) = 61.70, p < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.39. The interaction effect 
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between groups and reference frame judgment tasks was significant, F(1,97) = 4.89, p = 0.03, ηp
2 = 0.05. The inter-

action effect between the spatial domains and reference frame judgment tasks was not significant, F(1,97) = 1.12, 
p = 0.29. The three-way interaction effect among groups, spatial domains, and reference frame judgment tasks was 
significant, F(1,97) = 4.59, p = 0.04, ηp

2 = 0.05. To investigate the potential interaction between ownership groups 
and reference frames in near and far spaces, further simple effect analyses should be conducted.

First, to examine the role of groups in the three-way interaction effect, 2 (spatial domains: near vs. far) × 2 (ref-
erence frame judgment tasks: allocentric vs. egocentric) repeated ANOVA was conducted in the self-association 
group and stranger-association group. For the self-association group, the main effect of spatial domains was 
significant, F(1,49) = 25.57, p < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.33, and the RTs of near-space processing (579 ms) were significantly 
faster than those of far-space processing (606 ms). The main effect of reference frame judgment tasks was signifi-
cant, F(1,49) = 6.35, p = 0.02, ηp

2 = 0.12, and the RTs of the allocentric judgment task (583 ms) were significantly 
faster than those of the egocentric judgment task (602 ms). The interaction effect between spatial domains and 
reference frame judgment tasks was not significant, F < 1. To examine whether the participants performed bet-
ter in allocentric judgment tasks in near space or egocentric judgment tasks in far space, a paired sample t test 
was conducted in the self-association group. The RTs of the allocentric judgment task in near space (571 ms) 
were faster than those of the egocentric judgment task in far space (617 ms), t(50) = 5.02, p < 0.001, Cohen’s 
d = 0.56. For the stranger-association group, the main effect of spatial domains was significant, F(1,48) = 38.62, 
p < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.45, and the RTs of near-space processing (629 ms) were faster than those of far-space processing 
(660 ms). The main effect of reference frame judgment tasks was significant, F(1,48) = 36.16, p < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.43, 
and the RTs of the allocentric judgment task (624 ms) were faster than those of the egocentric judgment task 
(665 ms). The interaction effect between spatial domains and reference frame judgment tasks was significant, 
F(1,48) = 4.24, p < 0.045, ηp

2 = 0.08. Further analysis found that the RTs of the allocentric judgment task (636 ms) 
were faster than those of the egocentric judgment task (685 ms) in far space, F(1,48) = 34.41, p < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.42, 
and the RTs of the allocentric judgment task (613 ms) were also faster than those of the egocentric judgment 
task (645 ms) in near space, F(1,48) = 19.66, p < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.29, exhibiting faster allocentric processing. These 

Table 1.  Mean reaction times (ms) and standard deviations (ms) for all conditions between the self-
association group and the stranger-association group.

Self-association group Stranger-association group

Egocentric Allocentric Egocentric Allocentric

Near 587 (86) 571 (73) 617 (90) 595 (77)

Far 685 (100) 636 (78) 613 (73) 645 (91)

Figure 1.  Mean reaction times in spatial reference frame tasks. The RT of the self-association group was faster 
than that of the stranger-association group (p = 0.001). Additionally, the RT of the allocentric judgment task 
in near space (571 ms) was faster than that of the egocentric judgment task in far space (617 ms) in the self-
association group (p < 0.001). The RT of the allocentric judgment task was faster than that of the egocentric 
judgment task (p < 0.001). A significant interaction effect was found among groups, spatial domains, and 
reference frame judgment tasks. Specifically, in near space, the reaction times of allocentric representation in 
the self-association group (571 ms) were faster than those in the stranger-association group (636 ms) (p < 0.001), 
and the reaction times of egocentric judgment tasks in the self-association group (587 ms) were faster than those 
in the stranger-association group (685 ms) (p < 0.001). No difference was found in egocentric or allocentric 
judgment tasks between the groups in far space (ps > 0.05).
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findings indicated that individuals showed a preference for allocentric representation in near space compared 
with egocentric representation in far space.

Second, to examine the role of reference frame judgment tasks in the three-way interaction effect, a 2 (groups: 
self-association vs. stranger-association) × 2 (spatial domains: near vs. far) mixed ANOVA was conducted in the 
egocentric and allocentric judgment tasks. For the egocentric judgment task, the main effect of groups was sig-
nificant, F(1,97) = 12.57, p = 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.12, and the RTs of the self-association group (602 ms) were significantly 
faster than those of the stranger-association group (665 ms). The main effect of spatial domains was not signifi-
cant, F < 1. The interaction effect between groups and spatial domains was significant, F(1,97) = 41.37, p < 0.001, 
ηp

2 = 0.30. Further analysis found that the RTs of the self-association group in near space (587 ms) were faster 
than those of the stranger-association group (685 ms), F(1,97) = 26.68, p < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.22, and no significant 
difference was found in the RTs between the self-association (617 ms) and stranger-association (645 ms) groups 
in far space. For the allocentric judgment task, the main effect of groups was significant, F(1,97) = 7.61, p = 0.007, 
ηp

2 = 0.07, and the RTs of the self-association group (583 ms) were significantly faster than those of the stranger-
association group (624 ms). The main effect of spatial domains was not significant, F < 1. The interaction effect 
between groups and spatial domains was significant, F(1,97) = 49.42, p < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.34. Further analysis found 
that the RTs of the self-association group in near space (571 ms) were faster than those of the stranger-association 
group (636 ms), F(1,97) = 18.06, p < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.16, and no significant difference was found in the RTs between 
the self-association (595 ms) and stranger-association (613 ms) groups in far space. The above findings revealed 
that the SPE strongly affected near-space processing compared with far-space processing.

Third, to examine the role of spatial domains in the three-way interaction effect, a 2 (groups: self-association 
vs. stranger-association) × 2 (reference frame judgment tasks: allocentric vs. egocentric) mixed ANOVA was 
conducted in near and far spaces. In the far space condition, the main effect of groups was not significant, 
F(1,97) = 2.02, p = 0.16. The main effect of reference frame judgment tasks was significant, F(1,97) = 27.12, 
p < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.22, and the RTs of the allocentric judgment tasks (604 ms) were significantly slower than those 
of the egocentric judgment tasks (631 ms). The interaction effect between groups and reference frame judgment 
tasks was not significant, F(1,97) = 1.17, p = 0.28. In the near space condition, the main effect of groups was sig-
nificant, F(1,97) = 25.46, p < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.21, and the RTs of the self-association group (579 ms) were significantly 
faster than those of the stranger-association group (660 ms). The main effect of reference frame judgment tasks 
was significant, F(1,97) = 28.65, p < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.23, and the RTs of the allocentric judgment task (603 ms) were 
significantly faster than those of the egocentric judgment task (636 ms). The interaction effect between groups and 
reference frame judgment tasks was significant, F(1,97) = 7.50, p = 0.007, ηp

2 = 0.07. Further simple effect analysis 
showed that the RTs of the egocentric judgment task (685 ms) were slower than those of the allocentric judgment 
task (636 ms) in the stranger-association group, t(48) = 5.87, p < 0.001, Cohen’s d = 0.54. However, no significant 
difference was found between allocentric (571 ms) and egocentric (587 ms) judgment tasks in the self-association 
group, t(49) = 1.81, p = 0.08. To further examine whether the SPE was more beneficial for egocentric representa-
tion or allocentric representation, we obtained the reaction time difference  (RTallocentric-egocentric) by comparing 
the RT difference between allocentric and egocentric judgment tasks in near space. The independent-sample t 
test results showed a significant difference between the self-association group and stranger-association group, 
t(97) = 2.74, p = 0.007, Cohen’s d = 0.55, and the RT difference in the self-association group (16 ms) was less than 
that in the stranger-association group (49 ms), indicating that the self-association group had a faster response 
on the egocentric judgment task in near space. These findings suggested that the SPE only benefited egocentric 
representation more than allocentric representation.

sMRI correlation analysis. As discussed in the Introduction section, the vmPFC region is supported by 
self-referential  material33,38,52–55. Additionally, the behavioral results benefited the SPE more on the allocentric 
reference frame in near space than on the egocentric reference frame in far space. Therefore, we focused on 
examining whether the cortical thickness of the vmPFC (i.e., OFC, ACC, FPC, and insular cortex) could predict 
the preference of the SPE on reference frames.

Pearson correlation analysis was conducted between the RTs of allocentric judgment tasks in near space and 
thickness of the vmPFC. Only the thickness of the left FPC was negatively associated with the RTs of the allocen-
tric judgment task (see Fig. 2a), r(50) = − 0.30, p = 0.036; other regions showed little or no significant associations 
with RTs of the allocentric judgment tasks (ps > 0.05). Likewise, Pearson correlation analysis showed that the 
thickness of the left rostral ACC was positively correlated with the RTs of egocentric judgment tasks in far space 
(see Fig. 2b), r(50) = 0.32, p = 0.026; the thickness of the right rostral ACC was also positively correlated with the 
RTs of egocentric judgment tasks in far space (see Fig. 3c), r(50) = 0.28, p = 0.049. A significant association was 
no longer found between the thickness and RTs of the egocentric judgment task (ps > 0.05).

Discussion
The present study used the color-label matching paradigm to establish an SPE and combined a conjunction visual 
search task to probe how the SPE influenced the judgment of the reference frames in different spatial domains. 
Participants were randomly divided into the self-association group and stranger-association group. The self-
association group was required to respond to the object associated with themselves, while the stranger-association 
group was required to respond to the object associated with strangers. As expected, a significant SPE was found 
in the self-association group. Besides, the SPE showed preference processing for the allocentric reference frame 
in near-space compared with the egocentric reference frame in far space, revealing a preference for near-space 
processing, followed by egocentric representation. More importantly, correlation analysis showed a significant 
correlation between the cortical thickness of the vmPFC and RTs of reference frame tasks in near and far spaces, 
indicating that the thickness of the vmPFC could predict the difference in the SPE on reference frames.
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First, the present study found a robust SPE in the self-association group compared with the stranger-asso-
ciation group. More specifically, the RTs of the spatial reference frame judgment task in the self-association 
group (592 ms) were significantly faster than those in the stranger-association group (645 ms). In accordance 
with the present study, previous studies have demonstrated that self-relevance automatically enhances stimulus 
processing, particularly in the form of a shape-label matching  paradigm36,40,45,46. One point to note here is that 
the present study modified the associative-learning task and adopted the color-label matching task to familiarize 

Figure 2.  Behavioral SPE-related cortical thickness of ROIs. (a) The RTs of the allocentric judgment task in 
near space were negatively related to the thickness of the left frontal pole cortex (p = 0.036). (b) The RTs of the 
egocentric judgment task in far space were positively related to the thickness of the left rostral anterior cingulate 
cortex (p = 0.026). (c) The RTs of the egocentric judgment task in far space were positively related to the 
thickness of the right rostral anterior cingulate cortex (p = 0.049).
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Figure 3.  (a) Flowchart of the whole experiment. The overall experimental procedure comprised an association 
learning stage, an association training stage, the spatial reference frame judgment task, and structural MRI 
scanning. (b) Example stimuli and time of the single trial of the color-label matching task. The association 
between the color (black or white) and the label (you or stranger) was bound in the association learning stage. 
During the training stage, each trial started with a 500 ms duration fixation, followed by a probe stimulus for 
100 ms. The participants had to determine whether the color-label pairing matched as soon as possible within 
the timeframe ranging from 800 to 1200 ms. (c) Procedure and temporal profile of stimulus presentation in the 
spatial reference judgment task. This task was presented block-by-block. Each block started with text guidance 
to inform participants of the type of task in the current block. The participants had to judge whether the fork 
was on the left or right side of the midline of their body in the egocentric judgment task and judge whether 
the fork was on the left or right side of the midline of the plate in the allocentric judgment task. Each block 
started with the presentation of instructions for 3000 ms. The probe stimulus (a colored fork intersecting an 
orange plate) was presented for 150 ms afterward. The participants were asked to judge the position of the fork 
according to the instructions as accurately and quickly as possible within 1500 ms. The duration of each trial 
was 1650 ms with a 250 ms interstimulus interval.
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participants and inform them about a stable color-label association, an approach that was different from the 
classic shape-label matching  paradigm40–42. Yin and  colleagues45 first adopted this novel color-label matching 
paradigm to establish a self-/friend-/stranger-association in a spatial working memory task, and participants 
responded faster to the working memory probes of self-associated colors than to those of friend-associated 
and stranger-associated colors. Recently, their following study replicated the SPE in the matching  paradigm46. 
Thus, these findings suggest that the SPE in the self-association matching paradigm works at a conceptual level, 
regardless of the attribution of associated  stimuli47.

Second, consistent with the findings of previous studies of a close relationship among the SPE, near-space 
processing, and egocentric reference  frame4,27–30,41,42, the present study found that the SPE affected the interac-
tion between spatial reference frames and spatial domains. More importantly, the SPE showed a preference for 
information of the allocentric reference frame in near space compared with the egocentric reference frame in far 
space. Specifically, the performance of the allocentric judgment task in near space (571 ms) was faster than that 
of the egocentric judgment task in far space (617 ms) in the self-association group, with performance exhibit-
ing faster RTs. Moreover, further analysis suggested that the SPE was only observed in near-space processing, 
particularly in egocentric judgment tasks. Specifically, the performance of near-space processing (579 ms) was 
faster than that of far-space processing (606 ms) in the self-association group, and improvement of the SPE on the 
egocentric reference frame (16 ms) was better than that on the allocentric reference frame (49 ms) in near space. 
Therefore, we observed that the SPE benefited egocentric representation more based on near space, a finding 
that has not previously been  described18,44. In other words, near-space precedence was observed compared with 
egocentric representation during the information processing between spatial-level and reference frame-level 
information, revealing a near prior entry effect.

Here, we believe that at least three factors should be considered for this consequence. In the first place, the 
attention priority to objects in near space may explain this consequence. Although the self-associated stimuli 
assigned increased personal significance and became perceptually more  salient41, developing an egocentric bias 
to represent objects in daily lives revealed that self-related objects (information) captured more endogenous 
attention than unfamiliar  objects18,28,45. The participants focused more on the self-related stimuli cues when they 
adopted the egocentric strategy in the egocentric reference frame judgment task. However, the processing of 
information in near space still automatically captures more attention than egocentric representation information. 
Many current views have posited that objects in near space tend to attract extensive attention and be processed 
preferentially, and objects in near space acquire high attentional priority and automatically draw exogenous 
 attention26–30. For example, Abrams et al.28 argued that individuals tend to process objects in near space or those 
close to them because objects in near space automatically capture their attention, revealing a near prior entry 
effect. Furthermore, from the perspective of evolutionary psychology, the memory and visuospatial attention of 
humans are  selective58. Focusing on stimuli in near space is important for an organism to survive and thrive, and 
individuals generally tend to focus on information or objects closely related to  adaptability58,59, likely because 
information in near space is more urgent and threatening to individuals. In summarize, individuals had higher 
attention priority in the processing of near space than in egocentric representation.

Next, the common neural mechanism between the SPE and near-space processing may be the other possible 
underlying consideration. Evidence from neuropsychological studies has implied that the POJ, a neural inter-
face for integrating and processing different kinds of information, is significantly activated when the egocentric 
reference frame interacts with far space and the allocentric reference frame interacts with near  space4,7,25,26. 
Moreover, the POJ showed enhanced neural activity in near-space  processing4,7,22. Furthermore, because of the 
urgency and immediacy of objects in near space, near-space processing showed high self-relevancy23–26. Chen 
et al. found that the default-mode network, including the posterior cingulate cortex, orbital prefrontal cortex, 
and left angular gyrus, showed higher activation of attentional orientation when participants completed the 
task in near  space48. Given that the region of the POJ overlapped with self-processing regions, a common neural 
mechanism likely exists between the SPE and near-space processing. Thus, the SPE having a prior entry effect 
in near space processing is not surprising.

Afterwards, the execution of arm-movement responses may be the last consideration. Previous studies have 
found a performance advantage in matching the self label with an action  representation34,47 but have not meas-
ured the action movement time. To further measure the response execution and examine whether response 
execution can be modulated by self-associations, Desebrock and  colleagues60 combined a motor-variant shape-
label paradigm with a response box to measure the reaction time and movement time of perceptual tasks and 
found that the SPE could modulate the response execution. Because near space has been related to action more 
than far  space10–13, the arm-movement response was actually an action  representation60,61. That is why the SPE 
showed more priority to the processing of near space.

Third, regarding correlation analysis, our results supported the view that the SPE was associated with the corti-
cal midline structure, particularly the  vmPFC33,38,52–55,62. Specifically, the thickness of the left FPC was negatively 
correlated with the RTs of the allocentric judgment task in near space, and the thickness of the bilateral rostral 
ACC was positively correlated with the RTs of the egocentric judgment task in far space, a finding that contrasted 
the closed relationship between the SPE and ACC. Cortical thickness measures whether the brain structure is 
damaged or reveals normal development in morphological analysis of brain  structure63–66. Better development 
of the brain area is generally associated with a higher cortical thickness. For example, Fleming et al. indicated 
that the thicker the right anterior cingulate cortex was, the better the cognitive control  performance64. Because 
of the dominance of spatial-level information processing, it is not surprising that the thicker the FPC is, the 
faster the response of the allocentric reference frame in near space. However, notably, the positive correlation 
in the present study may be due to processing conflict between the information of the spatial level and refer-
ence frame level. Many studies have demonstrated that vmPFC activity (such as the ACC) is involved in various 
self-processing  tasks38,51–53. The present study found superiority in information processing at the spatial level 
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compared with the reference frame level. In other words, our brains prioritized processing far space information 
and then processed the information of the egocentric reference frame when the egocentric judgment task was 
conducted in far space. Therefore, an individual with a thicker ACC will have stronger competition (i.e., take 
more cost) in the information processing between far-space processing and egocentric representation, exhibiting 
slower RTs with thicker thickness.

In conclusion, the present study revealed that the SPE could modulate the interaction between spatial domains 
and spatial reference frame representation. Additionally, the information at the spatial level before the reference 
frame level manifested with near-space processing first, followed by egocentric representation. Furthermore, 
the cortical thickness of the left FPC and bilateral ACC could predict the difference in the SPE on the reference 
frame. These findings reveal the role of the SPE in reference frames in the real three-dimensional world and pro-
vide evidence to support the relationship between the vmPFC and the SPE in humans regarding brain structure.

Methods
Participants. A total of 108 undergraduate and graduate students (42 male; age: 21.13 ± 1.95 years) partici-
pated in the experiment. The participants were randomly assigned to the self-association group and stranger-
association group, with fifty-four participants in each group. All the participants were right-handed and had 
normal hearing, vision (or corrected vision), and color vision, with no history of neurological or psychiatric 
disorders. None of the participants had participated in any similar experiment. The present study was conducted 
according to the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the Ethics Committee of Soochow University. 
All the participants provided written informed consent. The sample size was calculated using the G-Power 3.1 
 toolbox67,68. According to a previous  study69, a hybrid design should have a medium effect size (f = 0.25). With 
α = 0.05 and power = 0.80, the appropriate sample size was calculated to be at least 82. Nine participants were 
excluded from the statistical analysis because of lower accuracy.

Apparatus and materials. The behavioral experiment was conducted on a laptop computer (Lenovo 
ThinkPad E480) with a screen resolution of 1024 × 768 pixels and a refresh rate of 60 Hz. The experiment com-
prised a delayed match-to-sample task (i.e., color-label matching) and a spatial reference frame task (Fig. 3a). 
The color-label matching task was a modified version of the shape-label association task used by Sui et al.40. Dur-
ing the color-label matching task, the visual stimuli were presented on a laptop screen with a gray background 
(RGB: 125, 125, 125) in E-prime 2.0 software. The visual stimuli comprised colored forks (e.g., black and white) 
and social labels (e.g., you and stranger). The black fork (RGB: 0, 0, 0) and white fork (RGB: 255, 255, 255) were 
presented above a fixation cross (0.8° × 0.8°) at the center of the screen (see Fig. 3b). The word “you” or “stranger” 
(3.1°/1.6°) was displayed below the fixation cross. The distance between the center of the color or word and the 
fixation cross was 3.5°.

The spatial reference frame judgment task was a modified version of the virtual spatial reference frame judg-
ment task used by Chen et al.4. The spatial reference frame judgment task involved two parts. The first part was 
a reference frame judgment task (i.e., egocentric and allocentric) in near space. The second part was a reference 
frame judgment task in the far space. During the spatial reference frame judgment task (Fig. 3c), the stimuli in 
near space were presented on the laptop screen with a gray background (RGB: 125, 125, 125) in Presentation 
software (Neurobehavioral Systems Inc.), and the stimuli in the far space were presented on an EPSON CB-X29 
projector under the same conditions. The visual stimuli comprised a colored fork (black or white) with a radius 
angle of 2.5° intersecting an orange plate (RGB: 220, 75, 30) with a radius angle of 15°. The fork could appear at 
one of four egocentric positions. For each of the four egocentric locations of the fork (− 5°, − 3.5°, 3.5°, or 5°), the 
location of the plate varied independently around the fork, using four possible allocentric positions (− 2.4°, − 1.7°, 
1.7°, or 2.4°). The monitor (projector) was viewed at distances of 59 cm and 3.78 m in the near- and far-space 
tasks, respectively. The visual angles of the egocentric and allocentric distances were both matched for near and 
far spaces.

Design and procedure. The color-label matching task was a 2 (association: self vs. stranger) × 2 (matching: 
matched vs. not matched) within-subjects design, divided into a training stage and a matching stage. First, in the 
training stage, the participants were required to code colored forks (black or white) as self or stranger. Specifi-
cally, the participants were told, “you are represented by a black fork, and a stranger is represented by a white 
fork”. After that, the participants had to judge whether the color-label pairings were correct in the matching 
stage. Specifically, each trial started with the presentation of a central fixation cross for 500 ms. Next, a pairing of 
color and label (you or stranger) was presented for 100 ms. The participants had to determine whether the color 
was correctly assigned to the person as accurately and quickly as possible within the timeframe (ranging from 
800 to 1200 ms). The feedback (e.g., correct, wrong, or too slow) was presented for 500 ms at the end of each trial. 
The participants were required to perform 240 trials over three blocks, and they were informed of their overall 
accuracy at the end of the block. All the participants were explicitly informed that they could only conduct the 
spatial reference frame judgment tasks when their overall accuracy was higher than 90%. The color-label match-
ing task served as training to familiarize the participants with the color-label associations. All the pairing condi-
tions were counterbalanced across participants.

The spatial reference frame judgment task was a 2 (spatial domains: near vs. far) × 2 (reference frame judgment 
tasks: allocentric vs. egocentric) × 2 (groups: self-association vs. stranger-association) hybrid design. This task 
had two stages. First, the participants were randomly assigned to either the self-association group or stranger-
association group. The self-association group was required to judge the position of the self-associated fork, and 
the stranger-association group was required to judge the position of the stranger-associated fork. Both groups 
were provided with verbal instruction that was the same as that provided in the color-label matching task (e.g., 
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you are the white fork, the stranger is represented by the black fork). In the egocentric judgment task, each trial 
started with the presentation of instructions for 3000 ms. Afterward, the stimulus (a colored fork intersecting 
an orange plate) was presented for 150 ms. The participants had to determine whether the self- or stranger-
association fork was on the left or right side of the midline of their body by pressing the response button with 
the right index finger or middle finger as accurately and quickly as possible within 1500 ms. The duration of 
each trial was 1650 ms with a 250 ms interstimulus interval. In the allocentric judgment task, the participants 
were required to determine whether the fork was on the left or right side of the midline of the plate. Except for 
the task instruction, the procedure of the allocentric representation task was the same as that of the egocentric 
judgment task. The participants needed to complete 384 trials of egocentric and allocentric judgment tasks in 
near and far spaces. Presentation order was counterbalanced across stimuli, tasks, spatial locations, and groups. 
In addition, the visual angle between the near space and far space was counterbalanced across participants. To 
ensure that the midline of the participants was aligned with the midline of the monitor, the participants’ head 
position was stabilized using a chin rest throughout the experiment.

MRI acquisition. The participants were scanned on a 3.0 T Magnetom Prisma scanner with a commer-
cial 64-element sensitivity encoding head coil array. For each participant, T1-weighted volumes were acquired 
using a magnetization-prepared gradient echo (MPRAGE) in an MRI room (number of layers = 36; slice 
thickness = 1  mm; scanning time = 5  min; FOV = 256 × 256  mm; scanning matrix size: 256 × 256 × 256; TR/
TE = 2300/2.34 ms; flip angle = 8°).

T1‑weighted image preprocessing and processing. The original T1-weighted images were con-
verted from the DICOM format to the NIfTI format using MRIcroN software (dcm2niigui toolbox; https:// 
www. nitrc. org/ proje cts/ mricr on). After that, the oriented and neck-cut T1-weighted images were processed to 
obtain cortical thickness measures using FreeSurfer 6.0 software. FreeSurfer provides a full processing stream 
for T1-weighted MR images, including the removal of nonbrain tissue, automated Talairach transform com-
putation, intensity normalization, skull stripping, white matter segmentation, filling and cutting, smoothing, 
inflation, spherical registration, and cortical parcellation statistics (https:// surfer. nmr. mgh. harva rd. edu/ fswiki).

Brain structure measurements for cortical thickness were obtained using the semiautomated segmentation 
tool FreeSurfer. Cortical thickness maps were created using both signal intensity and continuity information 
from the 3D volume of magnetic resonance images, where the thickness was calculated as the closest distance 
from a pial to the white matter boundary at each  vertex70,71. To avoid the misregistration of gray and white matter 
voxels, the quality of processed volumes was visually checked slice by slice using the FreeView toolbox before 
extracting the cortical thickness of the ROIs. Thickness maps were spatially smoothed using a Gaussian kernel 
with a half maximum width of 10 mm. The maps were then averaged across the participants using a spherical 
aligning method for cortical folding patterns. All operations to calculate cortical thickness were performed using 
code commands (https:// surfer. nmr. mgh. harva rd. edu/ fswiki/ FreeS urfer Comma nds). Because the vmPFC acts 
as an ROI, the cortical thickness of the vmPFC in the medial orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), rostral and caudal 
anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), insular cortex, and frontal pole cortex (FPC) of the left and right hemispheres 
were  extracted72–74.
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